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KEY HIGHLIGHTS | FEBRUARY 2023

MODEL HWCs & UPHCs
- 353 Supportive Handhold Visits
- 201 HCWs mentored on CPHC services/Kayakalp/NQAS/IT
- 34 Centres demonstrated as Model

HEALTHCARE WORKERS TRAINED
- 971 HCWs (CPHC NCD Application 176, NQAS 166, HWC CPHC services 36, Kayakalp 528, IT 65)

TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT
- e-Aushadhi deployed in 56 HWCs
MODEL INITIATIVES:
• State Assessment of 05 UPHC on NQAS completed, application of eligible UPHCs will be sent to GOI for National level certification
• Implementation of QAS in 28 HWCs.
• 51 HCWs trained as a peer facilitator.
• CHO’s trained on oral health behaviours, further mentored their HWC team (ANM & ASHA) to counsel the community.
• Milaap workshops organised to develop lesson plans for Maternal, Child and Mental health by the faculties of Medical colleges of 08 Medical College

A VISIT BY G–20 TEAM TO HWC GHOORA

The G–20 Summit delegates paid a visit to the Model HWC Ghoora of Chhatarpur district. CHO Dr Atul Kumar Gupta demonstrated the best practices to the team. The staff acknowledged CINi’s constant throughout support in developing a model facility. The visit was covered by national media houses which was a moment of pride for the whole team.

BEST PRACTICES

“OPD DIGITIZATION a milestone in the journey of UPHC”

“OPD digitization is indeed a milestone in the journey of UPHC”, says Dr Kunal Shrivastava, MO, UPHC, Navjeevan Vihar, Singrauli. Expectations of quality of work, and technological advancement have always kept most Healthcare workers struggling in this digital era.

Urban Primary Health Centres have been functional since 2015 and continued to use conventional prescriptions methods during consultation. This consumed most of the time of the patients and mine in the hospital, during consultation. Either tracking of past prescriptions gets lost or it does not help to maintain the record easily.

Our UPHC was selected in the pilot phase of OPD digitization (Electronic Health Records-EHR). As a physician, I always wanted the patients to keep their prescription paper with care as it helps decide further course of treatment but it rarely happened, so it was quite a cumbersome process to retrieve the previous prescription data. However, with the CPHC HWC portal, I can now access & safeguard patients’ previous medications, tests, etc. anytime. It has also increased efficiency at the facility.

“कागज और समय बचत डिजिटल OPD सबकी मदद”

DR. KUNAL SHRIVASTAVA, UPHC, NAVJEEVAN VIHAR
The CHOs celebrated World Cancer Day at the Health and Wellness Centre in over 22 districts to raise the public and political literacy and understanding around cancer, reducing fear, increasing understanding, dispelling myths and misconceptions, and influencing change in community behaviour and attitudes.

The team focused on doing a pre-awareness general campaign for their staff (ANM & ASHA) with sessions through IEC material, and then further encouraged the community. They motivated women for self-screening and told them about its importance.

**FEATURED**

**WORLD CANCER DAY 2023**

I work as a driver and as an asthmatic patient, timely intake of medicines is important. Misplacing the prescription led me to anxiety. At my next visit to the UPHC, the doctor had my data in his machine, he said “निःश्रेयस हो जाओ, आपका दर्जा रसीद मशीन में है” counselled and gave the monthly doses. I am a firm believer in technology that makes life easier, but I never imagined that a machine would know more about my age, location, and disease than I do. He also followed up on the previous data and changed my few medicines.

D.P Sehwal, Driver
AGE: 52, SINGRAULI

**TESTIMONIAL**

**STREET PLAY ON WORLD CANCER DAY, ANUPPUR**
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